
Get fit with Fido
When dog trainer Jill Bowers got serious about her personal fitness and lost
40 pounds last year, her one regret was that she couldn’t bring her Doberman
to boot camp with her. Because exercise is essential for dogs and their
caretakers, Bowers and her sister, Jamie, developed Thank Dog! Bootcamp,
combining fitness for people and their dogs with canine obedience.

“It’s a very bonding experience with your dog, and your dog is getting trained
the whole time,” Bowers says. “Dog obesity is a huge problem. Often people
don’t walk dogs because they misbehave, and so they don’t want to risk the
problems.”

The trainers––one for the dogs and one for the humans—mix up the routines
a bit each day. A session may include a cardio routine that includes dog
training, in which dogs and guardians run in a single-file line and follow five
commands.

“We say ‘command one,’ and the person will tell [his or her] dog to heel,”
Bowers explains. “It’s important for the [guardians] to give their dogs the
specific command.”

Participating dogs cannot be aggressive toward people, but Bowers will work
with dogs who show aggression toward other dogs.

“There’s no socialization between dogs during class. When we run, it’s in a
single-file line.”

New dogs and clients must have a consultation before entering the classes.
Dogs go through an evaluation as well as a basic obedience class and should
practice at home. Trainers are available during class to walk around and
help. Those still needing some extra assistance with basic obedience
commands can arrive half an hour before class. People and dogs of all fitness
levels are welcome.

Established in June, Thank Dog! Bootcamp currently meets five days a week
at 6:30 a.m. in Pan Pacific Park in Los Angeles, but more classes at various
times throughout the day will be added soon.

Participants need to bring a set of hand weights for themselves and a mat or
bed for their dogs. All dogs must be on a leash (no harnesses). Thank Dog!
Bootcamp supplies the bowls and water.

Bowers is still developing a means through which people who don’t have dogs
can borrow one for class. She is looking into partnering with local shelters.
“If someone signs up for a class without a dog, [that person] will pay a lower
fee, and we’ll use someone else’s dog.” Future plans also include using a
variety of spaces for sessions, including indoor facilities.

“Everyone loves the improvement in themselves and in their dogs, both in
terms of fitness and discipline. It makes exercise not seem like a chore.
People get very proud of how well their dog takes to it and follows
commands,” she says.

A dog trainer and fitness trainer teach the classes. Jill and Jamie Bowers
often train the dogs together, while Todd Collins handles fitness.
So does adding dogs and obedience into the fitness bootcamp mix make
things more difficult?

“It can make things more difficult, and some dogs are better trained than
others,” Collins says. “But Jill and Jamie conduct themselves with such
finesse in the boot camp that everything runs fairly smooth. People in boot
camp are dedicated to their own physical goals as well as the betterment of
the dog and cultivating their bond with their animal.”

For more information, visit ThankDogBootCamp.com.


